2011 EUROCOPTER AS350 B2

Features:
• Law Enforcement Equipped
• VEMD with First Limit Indicator (FLI)
• Dual Controls
• Air Comm - Air Conditioning
• Hi Vis Door Windows LH/RH
• Full Length Skid Shoes
• FDC Engine Inlet Barrier Filter System
• AEC – Soundproofing
• Forward Opening Rear Cargo Door
• Apical – Upper/lower Wire Strike Kit
• High Energy Attenuating Front Seats with Custom Foam

SERIAL NUMBER: 7169
REGISTRATION NUMBER: N50NT

AIRFRAME
6,362.5 TT

ENGINES
Turbomeca Arriel 1D1
Engine Serial Number 19426

AVIONICS
G500H PFD/MFD Display System with Synthetic Vision
Garmin GTN650 GPS/NAV/COM
Garmin GTX-330ES Transponder
Garmin SL30 VHF Nav / Comm
Garmin GTS800 Traffic System with Dual GA58 antennas

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
Geneva Avionics FWD Console
Technisonic VHF Tactical Radios
Technisonic PA System
Nightsun Search Light
L3 MX-10 EO/IR Camera
Microwave Downlink System
200amp Starter Generator
Precise Flight Pulsed Landing Light
Whelen Plus LED Taxi / Landing Light
Steerable Landing Light
AeroDynamix – NVG Lighting
LED Position Lights
AEC – Battery Relocation Kit with Concord Battery

INSPECTION STATUS
All Inspections Current and Up-To-Date
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